A) **Choreographic Outcomes – improving Dance Composition**
- a groundbreaking resource to aid students achieve excellence in dance composition. Each aspect of structuring dances – motifs, developments, variations, contrasts, floor and air patterns, orchestration of dancers in time and space – is studied through practical creative tasks derived from the interactive CD ROM.
- students learn very quickly how to structure their dances by viewing examples on the disc and immediately applying the concepts to their own creative work (e.g. GCSE/A level).
- The program on the CD ROM, (PC) is copied onto a USB. A MAC disc is available.
- The comprehensive *Creative Practice Handbook* including worksheets is included in the pack.

B) **Motifs for a Solo Dancer – improving Dance Performance**
- a CD ROM disc which features a solo dance presented in an *appreciate* mode with options to select any phrase and view the superb demonstrator dancer from different angles (diagonals, front, overhead) or in close-ups whilst keeping the whole dancer in view, or a *learning* mode including the option of accompanying the dancer with Labanotation.
- a Resource Book of worksheets and tasks for students’ use in improving their own dance skills – developing technique, improving dynamic qualities, rhythm, spatial usage, sense of form, use of music, expressive qualities and performance qualities – alignment, focus, projection, style etc.
- The program on the CD ROM, (PC) is copied onto a USB.
- The comprehensive Resource Book including worksheets is included in the pack.

C) **Vocalise - improving Dance Performance**
- an interactive DVD ROM Resource Pack. It aims to achieve excellence in students’ performance through use of a DVD ROM featuring a superb professional demonstration from abundant views and a full range of expertly authored advanced technology aids including instant access to music notation.
- a Resource Book of worksheets to guide skill acquisition and practice to perfection.
- This pack and *Motifs* above help students learn *Graham/Cunningham*-based solo dances and visibly improve their performance through use of technology aids. They can then apply their knowledge and understanding to their learning of other dances they perform for exams or shows.
- The program on the DVD ROM, is copied onto a USB.
- The comprehensive Resource Book including worksheets is included in the pack.

D) **Step Dance – a resource for ages 7 – 14**
- a CD ROM disc featuring a fun dance (extracted from LUDUS DANCE COMPANY’S ‘WILD CHILD’) to inspire many creating, performing and appreciating dance learning activities.
- a Resource Book for the teacher containing step-by-step *lesson plans* to demonstrate how pupils, stimulated by use of an interactive resource, can learn to CREATE their own DANCES and increase skill in PERFORMING.
- The program on the CD ROM, (PC) is copied onto a USB.
- A Resource Book which contains 3 units of work and 9 lesson plans is included.
ORDER FORM USA

To Order the set of 4 Digital Resources as detailed above, please complete the following:

Name__________________________________________________________

Address________________________________________________________
  ______________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

EMAIL __________________________________________________________

The set of 4 CD/DVD ROM resources is available to you as stock clearance from Bedford Interactive Productions Ltd. – a UK based Company which is now closed. **THERE IS A LIMITED NUMBER** – so get your order in early.

We have reduced the charge for these valuable resources to the bare minimum to cover our costs including capture of the CD/DVD ROM digital contents onto a USB memory stick for your convenience.

**COST OF THE SET = $50**

Cost of Mailing = $35

**TOTAL COST = $85**

Please send this Order Form to the following email address:

dance.interactive@googlemail.com

You will receive an Invoice with instructions on how to pay. Payment should be made then the set of 4 resources will be mailed to you. Once mailed out, you will receive an email with tracking details.

Enquiries prior to purchase should also be addressed to the above email.